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ABSTRACT
Mammalian mitochondrial ribosomes evolved from
bacterial ribosomes by reduction of ribosomal RNAs,
increase of ribosomal protein content, and loss of
guanine nucleotides. Guanine is the base most sen-
sitive to oxidative damage. By systematically com-
paring high-quality, small ribosomal subunit RNA se-
quence alignments and solved 3D ribosome struc-
tures from mammalian mitochondria and bacteria,
we deduce rules for folding a complex RNA with the
remaining guanines shielded from solvent. Almost
all conserved guanines in both bacterial and mam-
malian mitochondrial ribosomal RNA form guanine-
specific, local or long-range, RNA–RNA or RNA–
protein interactions. Many solvent-exposed gua-
nines conserved in bacteria are replaced in mam-
malian mitochondria by bases less sensitive to ox-
idation. New guanines, conserved only in the mi-
tochondrial alignment, are strategically positioned
at solvent inaccessible sites to stabilize the riboso-
mal RNA structure. New mitochondrial proteins sub-
stitute for truncated RNA helices, maintain mutual
spatial orientations of helices, compensate for lost
RNA–RNA interactions, reduce solvent accessibility
of bases, and replace guanines conserved in bacteria
by forming specific amino acid–RNA interactions.
INTRODUCTION
Mitochondria (mt) are the sites of cellular respiration, re-
sponsible for generating 90% of the ATP used by mam-
malian cells (1). This process generates hydroxyl radicals
(OH•) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) as by-products, col-
lectively known as reactive oxygen species (ROS), at the sur-
face of the inner mitochondrial membrane, which is also
the site of protein synthesis by mt-ribosomes (2,3). These
ribosomes are distinct from those in the cytosol; they have
evolved from ancestral bacterial ribosomes, thought to be
most closely related to alpha-proteobacteria, by large-scale
loss of peripheral RNA elements, while retaining the ele-
ments directly interacting with tRNA. A major peculiar-
ity of the mammalian mitochondrial (mmt) translational
apparatus is that all RNA components are encoded by
the mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), while all required pro-
teins, including ribosomal proteins (rProteins) and transla-
tion factors, are encoded by the nuclear DNA, translated
in the cytosol, and imported into mitochondria. It is also
noteworthy that mmt genomes accumulate mutations at far
greater rates than nuclear genomes (4). Significantly, the
half-lives of mammalian mitochondrial (mmt) ribosomal
RNA (rRNA) have been found to be considerably shorter
than for cytoplasmic rRNA (5,6). The mmt-RNAs are sig-
nificantly enriched in A nucleotides (nt), and to a lesser ex-
tent in U, at the expense of G (7), the nucleotide with the
highest frequency in bacterial rRNA due to its versatility in
forming diverse strong interactions. On the other hand, G
is also the most easily oxidized, least chemically stable base
(8,9). RNA oxidation damage can lead to strand breaks,
loss of bases, and rapid loss of function (10). With these un-
usual characteristics, mmt ribosomes present a unique case
study in molecular evolution of a truncated, G-poor RNA,
selected to function in a highly oxidizing environment. The
cryo-EM 3D structures obtained recently at near atomic-
resolution for human and porcine mmt-ribosomes form the
basis for comprehensive biochemical understanding of this
evolution (11–13).
This study focuses on a central question linked to a sec-
ond one. (i) How is it possible to reliably fold a large RNA
into a complex 3D structure with fewer Gs together with
a drastic reduction in rRNA? (ii) How does the ribosome
maintain function in a highly oxidizing environment? We
address these questions by coupling comparative study of
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RNA sequence alignments with 3D structural analysis to
identify both the conserved and novel features of the mmt-
ribosome. We confine our attention to the small subunit
(SSU) rRNA, which mediates the crucial contacts between
mRNA and tRNA that decode the mitochondrial mRNAs
and ensure smooth translocation of mRNA after peptide
bond formation.
We analyze how architectural RNA features are main-
tained in the mmt SSU 12S rRNA, despite the loss of sev-
eral RNA parts and contacts, with the goal of delineating
the limits in reduction of the mmt-RNAs and the mecha-
nisms of potential compensation through increased protein
content. This knowledge adds to our views on RNA struc-
tural modules and how they interact with other ribosomal
components and substrates to maintain folding and stabil-
ity. We compare the changes in base composition of the
mmt-SSU, by reference to bacterial SSU from which they
are derived,most notably, themassive overall decrease inGs
in mmt-SSU and the redistribution of some of the remain-
ing Gs to new highly-conserved sites. We identify interac-
tions and functional roles of conserved and altered bases.
Finally, we show how individual amino acids (aa) stabilize
RNA folding through specific interactions with the remain-
ing, G-poor RNA elements.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The strategy we applied contains the following steps: (i)
Identify conserved, reduced and eliminated helical RNA el-
ements by comparing 2D structures of mmt and bacterial
small subunit (SSU) rRNA. (ii) Identify the functional net-
work of the SSU by classifying the helical elements that
interact directly (‘primary’) or indirectly (‘secondary’ or
‘peripheral’) with substrates (tRNA and mRNA). This in-
volves two steps: (a) Identify structurally corresponding el-
ements and nucleotides between the reference bacterial SSU
3D structure and the mmt-SSU 3D structure; and (b) iden-
tify mt-rProteins that substitute for reduced or lost struc-
tural elements to maintain the functional network in mmt-
SSU. (iii) Identify the corresponding 3D motifs in the two
structures that mediate RNA–RNA interactions in bacte-
rial SSU and RNA–protein interactions in mmt-SSU. (iv)
Compare the distributions of highly conserved nucleotides
in bacterial and mmt-SSU. (v) Compare the Solvent Ac-
cessible Surface Area (SASA) of conserved nucleotides in
bacterial andmmt-SSUand correlate with sequence conser-
vation and functional roles. (vi) Identify and classify base-
specific interactions in the 3D structure as G-specific, G-
favorable or not requiring G.
Analysis of 3D structures
We analyzed high quality 3D structures of bacterial SSU
rRNAs using PDB file 4YBB (2.1 A˚ (14)) for Escherichia
coli and PDB file 4Y4P (2.5 A˚ (15)) for Thermus ther-
mophilus. These structures were identified in the representa-
tive set of 3D structures (16,17). The T. thermophilus struc-
ture includes three tRNAs (one in each of the three standard
functional sites). For analysis of mitochondrial structures
we examined near atomic resolution cryo-EM structures
with nominal resolution (3–4 A˚) for porcine (Sus scrofa; S.
scrofa); PDB entry: 5AJ3, 3.6 A˚ (13)) and human (Homo
sapiens; H. sapiens); PDB entry: 3J9M, 3.5 A˚ (12)) mt-
ribosomes, as no high resolution X-ray structures are avail-
able. Structures were visualized in SwissPDBViewer (18)
and homologous proteins and RNA helices were colored
identically in each structure to facilitate superposition and
visualization of common elements.
3D structural alignment of bacterial and mitochondrial SSU
rRNA structures
The 3D structures of the E. coli SSU rRNA (PDB en-
try: 4YBB) and mmt SSU rRNA (PDB entry: 5AJ3) were
aligned manually using SwissPDBViewer. Corresponding
(homologous) helices of both structures were colored in
a consistent way, to facilitate comparison of superposed
structures (19). Eight distinct colors suffice to color most
RNA structures so that no two helices, in contact in 3D
space or adjacent in the 2D diagram, share the same color.
The same color scheme was used as previously presented
(19). We call positions with equivalent nucleotides in the
mmt and bacterial 3D structures ‘Core positions’ and those
lacking correspondences in either of the structures, ‘Pe-
ripheral positions’ (shown in gray shading and black cir-
cles in Figure 1). There were 1533 and 961 positions in
the reference bacterial and mmt 3D structures, respec-
tively, of which we identified 803 as core positions. All nu-
cleotides were manually categorized based on the type of
their secondary structure element: ”Helix” (Watson–Crick
paired nucleotides within helices), ”Flanking” (Watson–
Crick paired nucleotides at the ends of helices), or ”Loop”
(nucleotides in hairpin, internal, and multi-helix junc-
tion loops, as well as single-stranded linkers that join
RNA domains). The colored, superposed 3D structures
are provided in the supplementary materials as a PDB file
‘bact mmt SSU rRNA superposition.pdb’ in SwissPDB-
Viewer.
Analysis of sequence alignments
Bacterial and mitochondrial SSU rRNA alignments were
downloaded as fasta files from the curated rRNA sequence
alignments maintained by Robin Gutell’s laboratory (http:
//www.rna.icmb.utexas.edu/DAT/3C/Alignment/). The bac-
terial SSU alignment consists of 1228 sequences. The mito-
chondrial alignments consist of 899 sequences of which 308
aremammalianmitochondria, comprising diverse and non-
redundant representatives of mammalian evolution.
Eliminating redundancy of the alignments. Although these
alignments were non-redundant in terms of sequence sam-
pling, they were partially redundant in terms of organism
sampling. A Python program was written to group the se-
quences by organism. The 1228 bacterial SSU rRNA se-
quences and 308 mmt SSU rRNA sequences grouped into
544 and 277 unique bacterial and mitochondrial organ-
isms, respectively. When sequence microheterogeneity was
present, more than one sequence was retained per organ-
ism. In these cases, the average counts of each base (G, A, C,
U) were calculated for each position in the sequences of that
specific organism, so that each organismwas represented by
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Figure 1. Long-range interactions mapped on the 2D structures of SSU rRNAs for (A) Bacterial SSU rRNA (E. coli) and (B) Mmt SSU rRNA (S. scrofa).
Helical elements that are eliminated or drastically reduced in the mmt-SSU rRNA are shaded in grey. rProteins replacing rRNA helices are shown in yellow,
with rProtein chain IDs indicated within parenthesis (PDB: 5AJ3). Long-range interactions are shown by colored arrows, with black arrows in panel (A)
indicating RNA–RNA interactions found in both 3D structures. Blue and red arrows in panel (B) indicate RNA–RNA interactions found in the E. coli
structure that are replaced in the S. scrofa structure by RNA–protein or protein-protein interactions, respectively. Nucleotides that form the tRNA A-site,
P-site and E-site are indicated with orange, green and purple rectangles, respectively.
only one sequence. Thus, for example, a position can have
0.5 G and 0.5 A (see Excel file ‘Data 1 Nonredundant bac-
terial and mmt SSU rRNA Alignments’ in supplementary
materials).
Base compositions of the bacterial and mmt SSU rRNA
alignments. To study the base composition of the posi-
tions in the aligned 3D structures of the bacterial and
mmt SSU rRNA, all 1533 positions in the bacterial align-
ment that correspond to the E. coli SSU sequence (SeqID
‘>000736::E. coli.01 – Escherichia coli’) and 961 positions
in the mmt alignment that correspond to the S. scrofa se-
quence (SeqID ‘>00307::AF486866 – Sus scrofa’) were se-
lected. Only these columns of the alignments were used
for analysis. To calculate the base composition at each po-
sition of each alignment, the total count of each type of
base (including fractional counts from above) was divided
by the total count of bases at that position. We refer to
these compositions as %A, %C, %G, %U. The average base
compositions for each alignment were calculated by aver-
aging over all positions of the alignments. The standard de-
viations and ranges of base compositions were calculated
from the percentage base compositions of each sequence
in the alignments, see Table 1. The source data are pro-
vided in supplementary material as the Excel file ‘Data 2
Bacterial and mmt SSU rRNA Nucleotide Alignment and
Base composition––E. Coli (4YBB) and porcine mmt SSU
(5AJ3).’
Base composition by structural context. To compare the
base composition as a function of structural context in the
bacterial and mmt SSU alignments, the 803 core positions
in each alignment were grouped into three categories: helix
interior, flanking, and loop positions, based on the E. coli
(4YBB) and S. scrofa (5AJ3) 3D structures. The average of
the base composition across the positions in each category
was calculated (see Table 1).
Base composition by position. In order to compare the G
and A composition by position in bacterial and mmt SSU
rRNA alignments, plots were made to directly display the
percentageG andA values across the 1533 and 961 columns
of the two alignments. The values are shown in decreasing
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Table 1. Nucleotide composition by structural context in the non-redundant bacterial and mmt SSU rRNA alignments
Nucleotide composition in bacterial alignment (%)
Structural Context G C A U Total
Helix 11.4 8.8 5.6 7.4 33.2
Flanking 11.0 8.6 3.3 4.7 27.6
Loop 9.4 5.1 16.2 8.5 39.2
Total 31.7 22.6 25.2 20.6 100.0
Standard deviation of base composition across
sequences in the alignment
1.54 1.42 1.55 1.40
Nucleotide composition in mmt alignment (%)
Structural Context G C A U Total
Helix 5.9 5.7 7.3 7.5 26.5
Flanking 8.2 8.3 6.7 6.1 29.3
Loop 4.3 8.7 21.5 9.6 44.2
Total 18.5 22.7 35.6 23.3 100.0
Standard deviation of base composition across
sequences in the alignment
1.15 1.60 1.46 1.55
The structural context is classified as Helix (for those nts within a helix), Flanking (for those nts at the ends of helices), and Loop (for internal or hairpin
loops). The standard deviation is obtained, for example, by calculating the %G in each sequence of the alignment, and then calculating the standard
deviation of those numbers.
Figure 2. Nucleotide conservation (%) as a function of the fraction of nu-
cleotide positions in the aligned rRNAs for bacterial (dotted lines) and
mmt-SSUs (continuous lines). Along the X-axis is the number of positions
in the sequence alignments normalized by the total number of positions in
the reference rRNA, 1530 and 960 nts, respectively forE. coli and S. scrofa.
Thus, the X-axis is demarcated by percentage of total positions rather than
column count. The nucleotide positions are sorted separately for each type
of nucleotide (G, in red, or A, in blue), from high to low fractional nu-
cleotide composition. The Y-axis shows the conservation of A (in blue) or
G (in red) in each column of the corresponding alignment. For each of the
four curves, the columns are sorted from highest to lowest conservation.
order, and the x-axis is scaled according to percentage of
columns rather than column count (see Figure 2).
Fraction of positions with given base composition range.
For each base (A, C, G and U), the 1533 bacterial and 961
mmt nt positions (columns) in the alignments were each
identified as falling into three base composition ranges:
high (≥95%), medium (15–95%) and low (<15%). For each
alignment, for each base, and for each composition range,
the number of positions with the given composition range
for the given base was divided by the number of positions
in the alignment (1533 in bacteria and 961 in mmt). These
numbers are reported as percentages in Supplemental Table
S2A. For example, for the bacterial alignment, considering
base G, we counted the number of the 1533 positions in the
bacterial alignment in which the G composition was high
(≥95%), divided this number by 1533, and reported the per-
centage in row 1 and column 1 of SupplementaryTable S2A.
Then, for each alignment, each base, and each composition
range, we iterated over the columns which have the given
base in the given composition range and added the counts
of the given base in that column to a running total. At the
end, we divided this running total by the number of times
the base occurred in the whole alignment and reported these
numbers as percentages in Supplemental Table S2B.
Counts of nucleotides by G composition range and struc-
tural context. The 803 core positions were grouped ac-
cording to G composition range in each alignment: high-
G (≥95%G), medium-G (15–95%G) or low-G (<15%G)
and also structural context (helix, flanking and loop posi-
tions) based on E. coli (4YBB) and S. scrofa (5AJ3) struc-
tures. The number of positions that fit into each group were
counted and reported in Table 2. Using the simple null
model that columns of the alignment correspond randomly
and uniformly to positions in the RNA structure, the ex-
pected number of columns/positions that would fall into
each group was calculated using the following formula: ex-
pected number = (number of positions with the given G
composition range) * (number of positions with the given
structural context)/803. For example, the expected num-
ber of bacterial positions with ≥95%G and helix interior
is (48+73+58)*(48+74+141)/803 = 58.6.
Correlation of G composition between bacterial and mmt
SSU rRNA alignments by structural context in the core po-
sitions. The 803 core positions were divided into high,
medium and low G composition ranges in bacterial and
mmt alignments. There are nine possible combinations for
the base composition ranges in the bacteria and mmt. Each
group was assigned a color to facilitate visual display. These
colors were used on the bacterial and mmt 2D structures
and in 3D structures (see Figures 4 and 5). The total num-
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Table 2. Number of positions with a given G composition depending on context in the core region (803 positions) of bacterial and mmt SSU rRNA
alignments
Bacterial alignment mmt alignment
G com-
position
Structural
Context
Number
of core
posi-
tions
Expected
value
Percent of
core
positions in
group
Percent of
total core
positions
Number
of core
positions
Expected
value
Percent of
core
positions in
group
Percent of
total core
positions
ALL Helix 263 - 32.8% 32.8% 238 - 29.6% 29.6%
Flanking 230 - 28.6% 28.6% 258 - 32.1% 32.1%
Loop 310 - 38.6% 38.6% 307 - 38.2% 38.2%
Total 803 - 100.0% 100.0% 803 - 100.0% 100.0%
≥95% Helix 48 58.6 26.8% 6.0% 37 34.4 31.9% 4.6%
Flanking 73 51.3 40.8% 9.1% 56 37.3 48.3% 7.0%
Loop 58 69.1 32.4% 7.2% 23 44.3 19.8% 2.9%
Group total 179 179.0 100.0% 22.3% 116 116.0 100.0% 14.4%
≥15% <95% Helix 74 42.3 57.4% 9.2% 33 27.3 35.9% 4.1%
Flanking 32 36.9 24.8% 4.0% 36 29.6 39.1% 4.5%
Loop 23 49.8 17.8% 2.9% 23 35.2 25.0% 2.9%
Group total 129 129.0 100.0% 16.1% 92 92.0 100.0% 11.5%
<15% Helix 141 162.1 28.5% 17.6% 168 176.4 28.2% 20.9%
Flanking 125 141.8 25.3% 15.6% 166 191.2 27.9% 20.7%
Loop 229 191.1 46.3% 28.5% 261 227.5 43.9% 32.5%
Group total 495 495.0 100.0% 61.6% 595 595.0 100.0% 74.1%
The structural context is classified as Helix (for those nts within a helix), Flanking (for those nts at the ends of helices), and Loop (for internal or hairpin
loops). Using the simple null model that columns of the alignment correspond randomly and uniformly to positions in the RNA structure, the expected
number of positions that would fall into each group was calculated using the following formula: expected number= (mumber of positions with the given G
composition range) * (number of positions with the given structural context)/803. For example, the expected number of bacterial positions with ≥95%G
and helix interior is (48+73+58)*(48+74+141)/803 = 58.62.
ber of positions that fit into each group was counted. Then,
each group was divided based on the mmt (5AJ3) struc-
tural context into helix interior, flanking, and loop positions
and the numbers of positions were counted and all reported
in Figure 3. Again, using the simple null model described
above, expected counts were calculated this way:
Expected count = (number of positions in bacteria with
the given G composition range) * (number of positions in
mmt with the given G composition range)/803.
Analysis of solvent accessible surface areas (SASA)
Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) for the 12S and 16S
rRNA from E. coli SSU (PDB entry: 4YBB, chain AA) and
mmt-SSU (PDB entry: 5AJ3) were calculated for each atom
in the presence and absence of the associated rProteins, us-
ing Gerstein’s accessible surface algorithm (20) available at
the High-Performance Computing server at NIH: https://
hpcwebapps.cit.nih.gov/structbio/basic.html. Probe radius
used for solvent accessibility calculations was 1.4 A˚, typi-
cal for a water molecule.
Absolute SASA(A-SASA) of nucleobases. The 4YBB and
5AJ3 PDB files from E. coli (14) and S. scrofa (11), re-
spectively, were saved once with and then without the rPro-
teins. Each of these files were used as an input to the High-
Performance Computing server at NIH to get the Absolute
SASA (A-SASA) for each atom in the structures. A Python
program was written to sum the A-SASA of the base atoms
at each position and calculate the A-SASA of each base at
each position in the 3D structure. The sum of the A-SASA
for all nucleotides inmmt and bacterial RNAand alsoRNA
with the protein was calculated (see Excel file ‘Data 3 Bac-
terial and mmt SSU rRNA Base composition and SASA-
E. Coli (4YBB) and S. scrofa (5AJ3)’ in supplementary ma-
terials).
Base-Weighted absolute SASA (BWA-SASA) of nucle-
obases in bacterial and mmt structures. For each posi-
tion in the bacterial structure the absolute SASA of each
base in the E. coli (4YBB) and S. scrofa (5AJ3) structures
was multiplied by the percentage of the respective base
(ACGU) composition of that position in the bacterial and
mmt alignments to calculate the Base-Weighted Absolute
SASA (BWA-SASA) of that position. The sum of the BWA-
SASA for all and core positions of the bacterial and mmt
alignments was calculated with and without ribosomal pro-
teins and reported as A˚2 in Table 3A.
Estimated SASA of isolated nucleobases. In order to esti-
mate the SASA of the base atoms of an isolated nt of each
type (without any other nt or protein nearby), 30 nts of each
type of nucleobase (A, U, G or C) were randomly selected
and saved individually as PDB files using SwissPDBViewer,
to serve as input for the SASA calculations as before. The
average SASA of 30 selected isolated nts of each type of
base was calculated. The numbers were G: 210.4, A:195.2,
C:168.0, U:161.7 A˚2 (see Excel file ‘Data 4 SASA of thirty
isolated nts inE. coli SSU rRNA (4YBB)’ in supplementary
materials).
Normalized SASA (N-SASA) of nucleobases in each posi-
tion of bacterial and mmt structures. The absolute SASA
for each nt in the reference bacterial and mmt 3D structures
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Figure 3. Correlation between the G compositions of bacterial and mmt SSU rRNA alignments in the 803 core nt positions. The G composition was
divided into high (>95% G), medium (15–95% G), and low (<15% G), giving rise to nine possible categories for a given core, aligned nt position. Each
category is assigned a color code for use in 2D and 3D structure diagrams. For example, yellow indicates positions with high G in bacterial but low G
in mmt rRNAs. The positions in each category are further separated based on the structural context (helix, flanking, and loop positions). Observed and
expected numbers of positions that fit each category are reported. Bold font is used to indicate where the observed number of positions is much higher than
the expected value, and italic font, that the observed number of positions is much lower than expected. The structural contexts are not exactly identical
in the bacterial and mmt structures, because of truncation of some elements in the mmt rRNA, so we took the mmt structure as the reference. Using the
simple null model that columns of the alignment correspond randomly and uniformly to positions in the RNA structure, the expected number of positions
that would fall into each group was calculated using the following formula: expected number = (number of positions with the given G composition range)
* (number of positions with the given structural context)/803.
was divided by the estimated SASA for an isolated base to
determine a normalized SASA (N-SASA), which is more
robust to the varying sizes of the bases.
Base-weighted normalized SASA (BWN-SASA) of nucle-
obases in bacterial and mmt structures. For each core po-
sition, for each 3D structure and the corresponding align-
ment, and for each base type (ACGU), the product of
the base composition with N-SASA gives Base-Weighted
Normalized SASA (BWN-SASA), reported as a percent-
age (Table 3B, Supplementary Tables S5A and S5B). Bases
in decreasing order of GWN-SASA in bacterial and mmt
structures were listed (Supplementary Tables S5A and S5B).
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Table 3A. Base-Weighted absolute SASA (BWA-SASA) (A˚2) of all and core (803 positions) nts in the bacterial (E. coli PDB file 4YBB) and mmt (S. scrofa
PDB file 5AJ3) SSU rRNA structures with and without proteins
Base-Weighted Absolute SASA (BWA-SASA) (A˚2) of all positions
RNA only RNA + protein
Structure G A C U G A C U
Bacteria (E.c. file 4YBB) 16971.8 12906.7 10999.8 12052.0 15840.5 11303.7 10376.4 10795.4
mmt (S.sc. file 5AJ3) 6099.0 15872.0 9267.5 9544.7 4876.2 11539.8 6960.5 7582.1
Base-Weighted Absolute SASA (BWA-SASA) (A˚2) of core positions (803 nucleotides)
RNA only RNA + protein
Structure G A C U G A C U
Bacteria (E.c. file 4YBB) 8617.2 6424.3 5729.4 4901.1 7784.0 5343.1 5219.0 4095.7
mmt (S.sc. file 5AJ3) 5435.6 10211.7 6369.3 6485.4 4387.1 7728.1 4889.7 5342.5
Table 3B. Base-weighted normalized SASA (BWN-SASA) (%2) by structural context in the complete bacterial and mmt SSU rRNA alignments with and
without protein. One-electron Redox Potential is reported in parenthesis for each type of base
Base-weighted normalized SASA (BWN-SASA) (%) in the complete bacterial SSU rRNA alignment
G (1.88) A (2.04 V) C (2.28 V) U (2.48 V)
Structural
context rRNA only
rRNA with
protein rRNA only
rRNA with
protein rRNA only
rRNA with
protein rRNA only
rRNA with
protein
Helix 15.3 ± 5.7 14.4 ± 5.3 16.4 ± 6.2 15.1 ± 6.2 15.9 ± 6.3 15.1 ± 5.7 17.7 ± 5.4 16.7 ± 6.1
Flanking 14.1 ± 7.2 12.9 ± 7.3 13.0 ± 7.1 11.9 ± 7.1 14.2 ± 7.5 13.1 ± 7.4 18.6 ± 7.4 17.3 ± 13.6
Loop 22.8 ± 16.5 20.7 ± 15.5 18.8 ± 18.8 15.5 ± 15.7 29.7 ± 24.9 25.8 ± 23.9 29.0 ± 24.6 24.1 ± 22.8
All positions 17.1 ± 11.1 15.7 ± 10.6 17.5 ± 15.7 15.0 ± 13.2 18.4 ± 14.5 16.8 ± 13.7 22.6 ± 18.3 19.9 ± 16.9
Base-weighted normalized SASA (BWN-SASA)(%) in the complete mmt SSU rRNA alignment
G (1.88 V) A (2.04 V) C (2.28 V) U (2.48 V)
Structural
Context
rRNA only rRNA with
protein
rRNA only rRNA with
protein
rRNA only rRNA with
protein
rRNA only rRNA with
protein
Helix 14.0 ± 5.7 12.4 ± 6.0 16.4 ± 4.9 14.9 ± 5.5 17.1 ± 5.5 15.8 ± 5.8 17.6 ± 5.1 16.4 ± 5.7
Flanking 13.6 ± 6.0 11.0 ± 6.4 18.9 ± 12.8 15.4 ± 11.3 14.9 ± 10.6 13.0 ± 10.4 17.8 ± 1.4 15.2 ± 11.8
Loop 29.7 ± 22.0 21.6 ± 20.3 28.8 ± 24.2 19.3 ± 17.5 39.4 ± 27.2 26.0 ± 23.0 35.9 ± 7.3 25.9 ± 20.9
All positions 17.5 ± 13.8 13.9 ± 12.7 24.4 ± 20.5 17.7 ± 14.8 24.9 ± 21.6 18.7 ± 16.9 25.2 ± 20.7 20.0 ± 15.8
Then, the average BWN-SASA of the positions in the in-
terior helix, flanking, and loop positions were calculated.
For this, the sumof the BWN-SASAof the positions in each
structural context was calculated and then divided by the
sum of the base composition of those positions.
averageBWN − SASAof nts in a structural context:
 BWN−SASA of each position
 Base composition of each position
The formula for the standard deviation (STDEV) calcu-
lation is shown below:√
 (N − SASA of each nt − average BWN−SASA)2 ∗ Base composition of each position
 Base composition of each position
The calculated numbers were reported in Table 3B. The
same method was used to calculate the GWN-SASA of the
positions that belong to each of the nine colored groups (see
Supplementary Table S6).
RNA–RNA and RNA-protein interactions
All RNA–RNA and RNA-protein interactions for aligned
nts in the 8 colored groups in E. coli (PDB file 4YBB) and
S. scrofa (5AJ3) were studied using SwissPDBviewer and
compiled, together with G-specific thermodynamic stabi-
lization data for each nucleotide position in Supplementary
Table S4. The summary of these tables is reported as Fig-
ure 6. The numbers in Figure 6 are the fraction of the nts
forming each type of interaction in each colored compo-
sition group. The average number of RNA–RNA interac-
tions are reported as a percentage for non-Watson–Crick
or tertiary Watson–Crick base-pair, base-phosphate inter-
actions, junction and tertiary stacking, and perpendicular
stacking interactions. Five colors are used to highlight the
differences between the E. coli and S. scrofa structures. The
numbers in the range of ±15% are considered as equal in
E. coli and S. scrofa and are colored in blue. Differences are
colored in: Dark yellow: two or more times higher number
in E. coli; light yellow: somewhat (>15%) larger in E. coli,
dark red: two ormore times higher number inS. scrofa; light
red: somewhat (>15%) larger in S. scrofa.
The interactions that were preserved in both structures
and those that were not present in either the bacterial or the
mmt structure were counted for the high G positions (blue,
highly conserved in both bacteria and mmt, cyan, highly
conserved in bacteria with variable range in mmt, and yel-
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low, highly conserved in bacteria and very poorly in mmt,
see Figure 3).
Geometric analysis of RNA–RNA and RNA–protein interac-
tions. RNA–RNA interactions involving core nucleotides
from bacterial and mmt alignments were identified from
analysis using FR3D (21). Specific interactions between the
nucleotide and amino acid (aa) residues were determined on
the basis of the stereochemistry of the amino acid sidechain
or peptide backbone and the part of the nucleotide par-
ticipating in the interaction. A suite of Python programs
were developed to detect, classify and annotate residue level
RNA–protein interactions in ribosomes (22). Our programs
analyze mmCIF files (PDB entries: 5AJ3 for mmt-SSU and
4YBB, chain AA for E. coli SSU) to detect and classify
RNA–protein interactions as (i) RNA base-aa stacking in-
teractions, (ii) complex ‘bidentate’ interactions where an
amino acid residue bind to two stacked bases simultane-
ously, (iii) edge-to-edge interactions forming ‘pseudo-pairs’
by two H-bonds from the same part of the amino acid to
the nucleotide.We further categorize these three types of in-
teractions based on the interacting parts of the nucleotide
(base or sugar-phosphate backbone) and of the amino acid
(sidechain or peptide backbone).
Geometric analysis of protein-protein interactions. Protein-
protein contacts were determined by careful inspection of
the three-dimensional structure of the mmt SSU ribosome
(PDB entry 5AJ3) and E. coli SSU ribosome (PDB entry
4YBB). Amino acid residues within 4 A˚ of any atom of each
protein chain was defined as contacted.
RESULTS
Section One: Overview of the RNA–RNA and RNA–protein
interaction networks
Compared to ∼1530 nts for the bacterial 16S rRNA, rep-
resented by E. coli in Figure 1A (14), the mmt-SSU 12S
rRNA, represented in Figure 1B by the porcine cryo-EM
structure (11), contains just ∼960 nts, a 37% reduction.
The folding of the bacterial SSU rRNA body and head is
stabilized by dense networks of tertiary RNA–RNA con-
tacts. There are 56 RNA–RNA contacts in the body, 20 in
the head, five between body and head, and three between
the neck (h28) and the head or body (Figure 1A for bac-
teria). Loss or reduction of helical elements of 12S rRNA
reduces the 84 all-RNA contacts in 16S rRNA from 56 to
25 in the mmt-SSU body, from 20 to 13 in the head and
from 5 to 4 between body and head (black arrows in Fig-
ure 1A and Supplementary Table S1). All three RNA–RNA
contacts of the neck are conserved in mmt. Remarkably,
much of the contact map of bacterial SSU is maintained
in mmt by replacing some of the 31 lost RNA-only inter-
actions with new RNA–protein or protein-protein interac-
tions (blue and red arrows in Figure 1B and Supplemen-
tary Table S1), for a total of 42 interactions of some kind
in the mmt body and 16 in the head. A total of 18 RNA–
RNA interactions, 14 in the body and 4 in the head, all of
which involve peripheral elements, are absent in mmt (gray
arrows in Figure 1A and Supplementary Table S1). Over-
all, 66 out of 84 long-range RNA–RNA contacts in bacte-
rial SSU are either conserved in mmt SSU (45) or replaced
by RNA–protein (13) or protein-protein interactions (8),
thus largely maintaining the interaction networks in mmt-
SSU. In summary, based on analysis of the published mmt
SSU structures (11–13), we notice the following points. (i)
Where two RNA elements that interact in bacteria are pre-
served in mmt SSU, the RNA–RNA interaction between
them is also present in mmt, although it may be modified.
(ii) Where one of the interacting elements is lost or reduced
in mmt, the RNA–RNA interactions in bacteria are usually
replaced by RNA–protein interactions in mmt. (iii) Many
lost or reduced RNA elements in mmt SSU are replaced in
part or in whole by new rProteins or rProtein extensions in
mmt, some of which form protein-protein interactions that
substitute for lost RNA interactions (see Figure 1 and Sup-
plementary Table S1).
Section Two: Selective changes in nt composition of mmt-
SSU rRNA
The mmt-SSU rRNAs have also suffered a large-scale,
global loss of guanines. The average percentage of guanines
in themmt sequences is only 18.5± 1.15%of all nucleotides,
compared to 31.7 ± 1.54% for bacteria (Table 1). The stan-
dard deviation (stdev) for mmt sequences (±1.15%), as well
as the range (4.2%), are considerably smaller than for other
mmt and for all bacterial nucleotides (stdev: 1.4–1.6%;
range: 5.2–11.9%), suggesting that stronger constraints op-
erate on the total number of Gs in mmt sequences. While G
is the most abundant base in the bacterial SSU alignments,
A is most common in the mmt alignments, increasing from
25% of nts in bacteria to 36% in mmt. Significantly more
As and fewer Gs occur in mmt loops. The percentages of Us
increase from 21% to 23%, but those for Cs remain at 23%
in both alignments; Cs shift from helix to loop positions,
with little change in flanking positions. In mmt, the num-
ber of WC paired Gs and Cs is almost identical, as there
are far fewer GU pairs than in bacteria. Overall, for mmt
sequences, Gs decrease in all contexts, but more so in loops
and helix positions than at flanking positions.
Section Three: Concentration of Gs in selected positions of
mmt SSU
Figure 2 shows A and G composition plotted against the
percentage of aligned positions (x-axis) in the curated bac-
terial and mmt SSU rRNA alignments (23–25). These plots
reveal the unusual distribution of G in the mmt SSU se-
quences: The curve for G in mmt drops sooner and more
steeply than for any other nucleotide in either the mmt or
bacterial alignments. Supplementary Table S2A quantifies
the differences in the distribution of bases among sites with
high- (≥95%), medium- (15–95%) and low- (<15%) G com-
position. While 76% of nt positions have low-G in mmt se-
quences (compared with 56% in bacteria), 65% of Gs in
the 277 mmt sequences occur in vertically aligned positions
with high-G composition (compared with 52% in the 577
bacterial sequences), but only 28% of Gs in mmt occur in
positions with medium-G, compared to 45% in bacteria
and 51% of As in mmt (Supplementary Tables S2A and B).
In summary, Gs in the mmt alignment are concentrated in
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fewer nt positions than are Gs in the bacterial alignment
or any other base in either alignment. In subsequent sec-
tions, we attempt to account, not only for the reduction of
the number of Gs, but also for their restriction to specific
positions in the alignments and 3D structures.
Structural alignment of bacterial and mmt SSU rRNA. We
superposed theE. coli (14) and S. scrofa (11) SSU rRNA3D
structures to identify all nt positions that are structurally
equivalent at the nt level, and thus establish a correspon-
dence between specific columns of the bacterial and mmt
rRNA sequence alignments. We identified 803 out of 960
nt positions in the S. scrofa SSU rRNA and 1530 in the E.
coli SSU rRNA, that are structurally equivalent.We refer to
these as ‘core aligned nucleotides’ of the SSU rRNAs. The
remaining positions, where bacterial RNA elements are lost
or reduced or where new motifs have been inserted in mmt,
lack corresponding aligned positions and are shaded gray
in the 2D diagrams.
Overall,∼30% of core nucleotides occupy ‘Helix’ and an-
other 30% ‘Flanking’ positions in both mmt and bacteria
(Table 2), while Loop positions make up almost 40% of
core nucleotides. There are about 3% more flanking posi-
tions and 3% fewer helix positions in mmt, as result of the
truncation of peripheral RNA elements (see Supplementary
Table S3). Although fewer core positions in mmt have high
G than in bacteria (116 versus 179 positions), a higher per-
centage of these occur in flanking base-pairs (48%mmt ver-
sus 41% bacteria) and far fewer belong to the loop category
(20% mmt versus 32% bacteria). In absolute numbers, just
23 high-G positions remain in loops in mmt (Table 2).
To correlate theG composition between the bacterial and
mmt alignments, we partitioned the core nucleotide posi-
tions into nine disjoint sets, according to the G composition
of the corresponding columns: high-G (>95%), medium-G
(15–95%) or low-G content (<15%). When we refer to one
of these sets, we first give the range of G composition for
bacteria and then formmt, e.g. ‘high→low’means high con-
servation of G in the bacterial and low conservation of G
in mmt alignments. These sets are color-coded as shown in
Figure 3 to facilitate display by nucleotide of the correlated
G composition on 2D rRNA diagrams (see Figure 4 and
Supplementary Figure S1). Positions for which the G com-
position is <15% in both alignments are left unmarked. A
simple model for the high-, medium-, and low-G positions
is that they are located randomly, uniformly, and indepen-
dently in bacteria and mmt. From the total number of po-
sitions in each composition range in bacteria and mmt, we
can calculate the expected number in each set based on this
model, see Figure 3. This is a helpful reference point because
the distribution over high-, medium-, and low-G composi-
tion is different in bacteria than in mmt.
We first consider the 179 core high-G positions in bac-
teria (colored blue, cyan, and yellow in Figure 3). If high-
G core positions were randomly distributed in mmt, we
would expect to find just 26 positions in the high→high set
(colored in blue), but 74 are observed, significantly more
than expected. Similarly, we expect just 20.5 positions in the
high→medium set (cyan) but observe 40. However, fewer
positions than expected are observed for the high→low set
(yellow; 133 expected, 65 observed). In all, 41% of the high-
G positions in bacteria are also high in mmt, 36% are low-,
and just 22% are medium-G in mmt. Taken together, these
data suggest that many highly conserved Gs in bacteria are
essential to the function of rRNA, and therefore are also
conserved in mmt. On the other hand, where Gs are not in-
dispensable, they tend to be largely eliminated from mmt
sequences. We consider reasons for these conservation pat-
terns below.
Conversely, we consider the 116 core positions that have
high-G in mmt (colored blue, red and brown): fully 64%
(74/116) are also high-G in bacteria (blue), suggesting that
at nearly 23 of positions where Gs are indispensable in mmt
they are also crucial in bacteria. Still, 17% of high-G po-
sitions in mmt are also medium in bacteria (red), and 19%
are low in bacteria (brown). While medium→high (red) po-
sitions occur at the expected frequency, low→high (brown)
occur less than expected (72 expected, 22 observed). New
high-G positions (red or brown) occur almost exclusively at
flanking or helix positions (Figure 3). Overall, most high-G
positions in mmt coincide with those in bacteria, while new
highGpositions (red and brown) are relatively rare (42/803,
5.2% of core nucleotide positions, see Figure 3), but not in-
significant.
Looking next at low-G positions in mmt (yellow, green
and white), we find that just 18% of these (146) are medium
to high-G in bacteria (yellow or green, see Figure 3). Below,
we explore reasons for low-G in mmt where G appears to
be indispensable or preferred in bacteria.
Interestingly, fully 74% of core positions that are medium
G in mmt are either high-G (40 cyan/92 = 43.5%) or
medium-G (28 pink/92 = 30.4%) in bacteria, considerably
more than expected. This indicates that for significant num-
bers of core positions, where G is indispensable in bacteria,
G is favored in mmt but not indispensable. We also explore
reasons for this pattern of partial conservation below. By
contrast, there are fewer than expected low→medium (or-
ange; 24 versus 57), just as noted for low→high positions.
Focusing next on the 307 loop nucleotides in core posi-
tions of mmt (Figure 3), 91% of those with high-G in mmt
(blue, red, or brown) also have high-G in bacteria (blue),
and 78%of those withmedium-G inmmt (cyan, pink, or or-
ange) have medium- to high-G in bacteria (cyan or pink, see
Figure 3). Nonetheless, almost half of core loop positions
(49%) that are medium- to high-G in bacteria are low-G in
mmt (green or yellow), pointing to the large-scale loss of Gs
from loops in mmt. The key question that emerges from this
analysis is to identify the factors that make certain Gs indis-
pensable in mmt while fingering others for substitution by
other bases.
In summary, we find that 64.9% of Gs in core positions of
the mmt alignment occur at high-G positions, compared to
just 28.2% at medium-G and 6.9% at low-G positions (Sup-
plementary Table S2B). This is evidence that most Gs re-
maining in mmt sequences are highly constrained and con-
centrated at selected nucleotide positions with high-G com-
position in bacterial alignments. These findings suggest that
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Figure 4. S. scrofa 12S rRNA 2D diagram showing the correlation between G conservation at aligned positions in the bacterial and mmt SSU rRNA
alignments. Blue, Cyan, yellow, red, pink, green, brown and orange colors indicate for each aligned nt position the range of G composition in the bacterial
and mmt alignments, using the categories defined in Figure 3. The tRNAA-, P- and E-sites are indicated by rectangles colored as in Figure 1. Black circles
mark individual nucleotides that have been deleted (or inserted) in one of the SSU structures are indicated with black circles, while red circles indicate nt
positions at which long-range interaction present in the bacterial 3D structure have been lost in the mmt SSU rRNA.
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these positions are under strong positive selection because
they require the presence of G either to stabilize the struc-
ture of the SSU rRNA or to enable its function. Conversely,
positions having high-or medium-G in mmt but not in bac-
teria should be particularly informative with regard to the
evolution of RNA structure and function. The structural
and functional implications of these observations are ex-
plored in subsequent sections.
Section Four: Thermodynamic and structural stabilization of
mmt RNA structure by conserved Gs
In most structured RNAmolecules, G is the most common
base. It can form up to seven hydrogen bonds, compared to
just five for other bases. Through the two adjacent H-bond
donors on its Watson–Crick edge (N1 and N2), G uniquely
forms strong ionic interactions with phosphate groups (26).
Finally, G has the largest dipole moment and largest pla-
nar surface area for base stacking interactions (27). Conse-
quently, many base interactions are specific to G or more
favorable than similar ones formed by other bases (see Sup-
plementaryMaterial Table S6 for descriptions of G-favored
and G-specific interactions).
We hypothesize that at least some of the remaining Gs in
mmt SSU rRNAare also selected by evolution to contribute
to thermodynamic stability, to ensure correct folding and
structural stability at ∼37◦C in spite of far fewer Gs (28).
Given that most Gs in mmt occur at high-G positions, and
are present in almost all mmt sequences, we focus primar-
ily on these locations, i.e. blue, red and brown positions in
Figures 3 and 4.
A disproportionate number of high-G nucleotide sites in
mmt form flanking G = C Watson–Crick pairs, thus sta-
bilizing helices from fraying. The Turner thermodynamic
parameters for nearest neighbor Watson–Crick pairs pre-
dict greater stabilization for Gs occupying the 5′-position of
flanking pairs, regardless of which base the 5′-G pairs with
(C, U, or A) or which base-pair follows in the helix (29).
We find that one in five flanking positions in mmt are high-
G, regardless of the conservation in bacterial alignments
(i.e. blue, red, and brown, see Supplementary Table S3 and
Figure 4). Of these, 5′-Gs occur twice as often as 3′-Gs in
mmt, showing a clear preference for the more stable orien-
tation of G in flanking base-pairs, see Supplementary Table
S3. Moreover, we find that almost all flanking pairs in mmt
with 3′-Gs form some kind of G-specific long-range RNA
or protein interaction. Overall, more 5′-flanking nucleotide
positions are high-G in both SSUs, while more 3′-flanking
positions are high in pyrimidines.
In Figure 4, nt positions are colored using the G color
scheme from Figure 3. (Positions with low percentage G
in both bacteria and mmt are white and so uncolored.) We
observe that most high-G positions forming Watson–Crick
pairs in mmt (i.e. blue, red or brown flanking or helix po-
sitions, see Figure 4) occur adjacent to other high-G posi-
tions forming Watson–Crick pairs. Those that involve two
blue (high→high) Gs are common to bacteria, but oth-
ers are unique to mmt SSU. In fact, large fractions of red
(medium→high) and brown (low→high) positions, show
these associations, more than for cyan (high→medium)
or yellow (high→low), which are high-G only in bacte-
ria (see Thermodynamic enhancement column in Supple-
mentary Table S4). We observe that they occur preferen-
tially as the adjacent pairs 5′-GC/3′-CG (–3.42 kcal/mol)
or 5′-GG/3′-CC (–3.26 kcal/mol), for which the experimen-
tally determined, nearest neighbor free energy values are
more negative than for the 5′-CG/3′-GC arrangement (–
2.36 kcal/mol) (29). Thus, for blue positions, we observe
thirteen 5′-GC/3′-CG and ten 5′-GG/3′-CC juxtapositions,
compared to just eight of the less stable 5′-CG/3′-GC ad-
jacent pairs (see Supplementary Table S3). Again, wherever
the less stable arrangement occurs, long-range RNAor pro-
tein interactions are observed that require G at one of the
positions (Supplementary Table S4). A number of new sta-
bilizing interactions occur in mmt thanks to new high-G
brown or red positions, whichmore than compensate for the
loss of other stabilizing interactions present only in bacte-
ria, due, for example, to adjacent yellow positions with low-
G in mmt.
Taken together, we find that almost 75% (40 of 53) of he-
lical blue (high→high) positions in mmt participate in one
or more types of thermodynamic stabilization, including
twenty six 5′-flanking Gs, thirteen 5′-GC/3′-CG and ten 5′-
GG/3′-CC nearest neighbor interactions (Supplementary
Table S3). Likewise, 19 of 21 brown (low→high) helical po-
sitions (90.5%) and 13 of 19 red (medium→high) helical
positions (68.4%) exhibit one or more forms of thermody-
namic stabilization. By contrast, for cyan (high→medium)
and yellow (high→low) positions, the fraction of stabilizing
arrangements is lower (56% for cyan positions and 54% for
yellow positions, see Supplementary Table S3). In conclu-
sion, thermodynamic stabilization plays an important role
in the location of many high-G positions in both mmt and
bacterial structures, but especially for mmt. Notably, there
is a significant number of runs of three conserved paired
Gs in mmt-SSU, something not observed to the same de-
gree in bacterial SSU: In h1, G6, G7 and G18; in h7, G102,
G103 and G105; in h13, G165-G167; in h19, G288, G289,
G485, and G391; in h28, G516, G517, G 836 and G519; in
h30, G553, G717, G716 and G715; in h34, G682, G683 and
G618; and in h35 and h36 G642, G643 and G651.
Pink nucleotides (medium→medium) occur at flanking
positions more than is expected statistically (12 versus 4.7),
and eight of these nts (67%) occur at the 5′-ends of he-
lices, contributing to the thermodynamic stability, (see Fig-
ure 3 and the column labeled ”Thermodynamic Enhance-
ment in Mmt” in Supplementary Table S4). The pink po-
sitions located at the 5′-ends of helices are enriched in G
in mmt alignments, with 45% average G composition com-
pared to 35% for helix interior pink positions inside of he-
lices. Pink nucleotides also exhibit the second highest tan-
dem5′-GG/3′-CCor 5′-GC/3′-CGof all the colored groups
(68%), and are usually associated with other positions that
have 15–95% G in mmt or bacteria, see Figure 6. While
each of these stabilizing interactions is not present simul-
taneously in all mmt sequences, all mmt SSUs benefit from
at least some of them.
A final observation is that mmt SSU rRNA sequences
share a large reduction, compared to E. coli SSU, in the
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number of GU pairs, retaining only those needed for cru-
cial tertiary interactions (30–32). GU pairs are widely con-
sidered roughly comparable to AU pairs in thermodynamic
stability, although the Turner nearest neighbor parameters
suggest that, averaged over all nearest neighbor arrange-
ments, AU pairs offer greater stabilization than GU in he-
lices (33). This effect may be operating in both thermophilic
andmmt rRNAs, leading to replacement of GU inmmt, ex-
cept where needed to mediate tertiary interactions (31). In
conclusion, it appears that a significant number of high-G
positions in mmt provide thermodynamic stabilization to
the 3D structure, in addition to other roles they may play,
as discussed in subsequent sections.
Section Five: Localization of highly conserved Gs at func-
tional sites
Next, we consider the hypothesis that guanines tend to be
retained in mmt rRNA within or close to functional sites.
The functional sites of the SSU rRNA are indicated ap-
proximately in the 2D diagrams by colored rectangles (see
Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure S1). Remarkably, the
helical elements of SSU rRNA that contain these sites are
conserved intact in mmt SSU. These ‘primary elements’ in-
clude h18, h23, h24, h28, h29, h30, h31, h34, h44, and h45,
and contain a significant fraction of the high-G positions
in mmt (61/116 = 53%). Most of the bases that interact di-
rectly with the tRNA or mRNA substrates occupy loop po-
sitions. Tellingly, 10 of the 23 high-G loop positions found in
the entire mmt rRNAoccur at the functional sites. Of the 21
yellow (high→low) Gs in loops (see Figure 3), only 3 occur
in functional sites and all of them are replaced by conserved
As in mmt sequences (G693→A346 in h23, G966→A571
in h31, and G1053→A613 in h34). Two of these As interact
directly with substrate RNAs (tRNA or mRNA) by base
stacking, a less base-specific interaction that still requires
purine. These As belong to the most exposed bases in the
SSU (see below). The third A participates in a base triple in
h34 that helps structure the A-site in the head (34,35). The
GGC triple conserved in bacteria is replaced in mmt by the
isosteric ACG triple that achieves the same structure with
just a single G instead of two (also see section 7 below).
The primary elements containing substrate-binding sites
interact extensively with ‘supporting elements.’ Listed with
their primary elements, these include: h1 (h18), h2 (h28),
h22 (h23), h20 (h24), h27 (h24, h44), h32 (h31, h34), h42
(h30, h31), h43 (h29, h31), and h45 (h24, h44). Many of the
remaining high-G positions in mmt occur in supporting el-
ements (32/55) for a total of 93/116 (80%) of high-G po-
sitions occurring either in primary or supporting elements.
In conclusion, high-G sites, especially loop Gs, cluster near
functional sites, either close in the 2D (primary elements)
or in the 3D structure (supporting elements). In fact, 16 of
23 high-G loop positions occur in the primary or support-
ing elements. In Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure S1 the
aligned nts in the E. coli and porcine 2D diagrams are col-
ored according to G-composition, using the colors in Fig-
ure 3. In addition, Supplementary Figure S2 shows the 3D
structure of the porcine SSU with nts colored by G compo-
sition (Panel A) or functional sites (Panel B).
Section Six: Evidence for selection pressure to reduce oxida-
tive damage to Gs
In this section, we consider the hypothesis that guanines
tend to be lost from sites of high solvent exposure, per-
haps tominimize oxidative damage and reduce energetically
costly ribosome turnover within mitochondria. We note
that, among the four nucleobases, guanine is the most sensi-
tive to oxidation (10). To test whether the loss of Gs in mmt
is correlated with solvent exposure, we calculated the nor-
malized solvent accessible surface area (N-SASA) for the
RNA bases in the E. coli and S. scrofa 3D structures, with
and without rProteins and substrates, weighting the acces-
sibilities of aligned positions using the G-composition from
the respective alignments (seeMethods). We call this the G-
weighted normalized SASA (GWN-SASA). GWN-SASA
can be thought of as a susceptibility to G oxidation at each
nucleotide position over all sequences in the alignment. The
range of N-SASA values forWatson–Crick paired Gs in he-
lices is 11–19% (the GWN-SASA values are all less than
N-SASA values unless the percentage G is 100%). Thus, we
use 20%GWN-SASA as a reference point to identify highly
exposed nucleotides. The average GWN-SASA for the 30
most exposed positions in mmt SSU rRNA is just 26.5%
(18.9% with protein), compared to 37.1% (33.6% with pro-
tein) in bacteria. Gs in mmt are therefore significantly less
exposed, with a shielding effect by proteins greater for the
most exposed positions of mmt compared to bacteria (see
Supplementary Tables S5A and S5B).
Highly exposed positions. Relatively few positions in both
alignments have GWN-SASA values ≥20%, but signifi-
cantly more do so in bacteria (46 in bacteria versus 20 in
mmt, see Supplementary Tables S5A and S5B). In mmt,
all but two of the 30 most exposed G-positions are high-
G (i.e. blue, red or brown) and seven out of nineteen with
GWN-SASA ≥20%2 occur within functional sites (Supple-
mentary Table S5A). By contrast, of the 30 most exposed
in bacteria, half are low-G in mmt (yellow or green) and
seven are medium-G (cyan or pink), see Supplementary Ta-
ble S5B. Most of the highly exposed Gs that remain in mmt
are found at the tRNA or mRNA binding sites, including
G256 in the A-site (E. coli equivalent G530), G530 (E. coli
G926) and G782 (E. coliG1338) at the P-site, and G344 (E.
coli G691) in the E-site (Supplementary Table S5A). No-
tably, some of themost highly exposedGs in functional sites
in bacteria have mutated to other bases in mmt, including
E. coli G693 (S. scrofa A346) in the E-site, G966 (A571) in
the P-site, and G1491 (C917) in the A-site. The exposure of
G1491 depends on the conformation of the mobile bases,
A1492 and A1493, which depends on A-site occupancy by
tRNA and mRNA. These data clearly show a strong ten-
dency among the most exposed G positions in bacteria to
mutate to other bases in mmt or to recruit new protein pro-
tections, supporting the hypothesis that, at exposed posi-
tions, only the most functionally essential Gs are retained
by mmt SSU.
Solvent exposure across all nucleotide positions. Next, we
extended the analysis of solvent accessibility to all nu-
cleotide positions to explore the validity of these conclu-
sions for the structure as a whole, including the periph-
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eral elements. Table 3A shows the Base-Weighted-Absolute-
SASA (BWA-SASA) for all positions in the E. coli (14) and
S. scrofa (11) structures with and without r-proteins. The
GWA-SASA in presence of protein over all positions in
mmt (4876 A˚2) is more than three times smaller than for Gs
in bacteria (15840.5 A˚2) and significantly smaller than for
the BWA-SASAofA, C orU inmmt, which ranges between
6960 and 11540A˚2. Remarkably, only 5 of the 60 most ex-
posed nucleotide positions in the mmt structural alignment
are Gs, compared to 15 out of 60 for bacteria, see Supple-
mentary Table S5C.
Table 3B shows the base-weighted normalized SASA
(BWN-SASA) values averaged over each structural context
in the molecule (helix, flanking, loop), manually annotated
for SSU 3D structures 4YBB (chain A, E. coli) and 5AJ3
(chain A, S. scrofa), and weighted according to the per-
centage G, A, C, or U in the corresponding columns of the
alignments. The bases are listed in Table 3B in the order of
decreasing reactivity to oxidation, G, A, C, U. Comparing
values for all positions in the two alignments, we see that
the BWN-SASA systematically increases (from ∼17% to
∼25%) as the ease of oxidation decreases: G has lowest val-
ues and is most easily oxidized, followed by A, then C, and
finally U. This trend holds roughly for both the RNA alone,
reflecting exposure during and shortly after transcription,
and when protein is included. Protein binding reduces sol-
vent exposure substantially for all bases, but especially for
Gs and As in mmt. The distribution of BWN-SASA values
by base type is muchmore uniform in bacteria than in mmt.
Table 3B shows that Gs at flanking positions in mmt are less
exposed than other bases, with or without protein (Cs and
Us in loops are especially exposed, both in mmt and in bac-
teria). The Hoogsteen edge of G contains C8, the atom that
is most sensitive to modification when G is oxidized and
that is more exposed when the G is on the 5′-end of a helix
than on the 3′-end because of the right-handedness of he-
lices. The average N-SASA for high-G positions in mmt is
13.5% at 5′-ends of helices versus 11.1% at 3′-ends, a small
but distinct difference (with protein this difference is largely
eliminated (10.1% versus 9.4%)).
Supplementary Table S6 shows the average GWN-SASA
for nucleotides belonging to the nine colored sets (i.e. the
aligned core nucleotides of mmt and bacterial SSU rRNA).
SASA values in parentheses are normalized but unweighted
by G composition. The average GWN-SASA is lowest for
blue (hight→high) positions (14.7% bacteria and 15.6%
mmt), reflecting the large number of tertiary interactions
they form that protect the bases from solvent (see below).
In addition, many blue nts interact with rProteins, tRNA
or mRNA, further decreasing their SASA to ∼12% aver-
age GWN-SASA, identical in the mmt and bacterial struc-
tures, consistent with the fact that essentially the same con-
tacts are formed by blue bases in both structures. Low
values of average GWN-SASA are also observed for red
(medium→high) and brown (low→high) sites in both struc-
tures. Protein selectively reduces GWN-SASA for red and
brown positions in mmt compared to bacteria, reflecting
new protein protections at these sites. On average, the red
nucleotides display the least solvent accessibility in mmt
rRNA.
The highest N-SASA of all groups, ∼24% without pro-
tein, is seen for positions which are low-G in mmt (yellow,
green and white) but which vary in bacteria from high- to
medium- to low-G, respectively. While SASA is uniformly
high in mmt for these positions, there is an increasing trend
in SASA for bacteria, from yellow to green to white, consis-
tent with the decrease in G-composition in bacterial align-
ments for these positions. Significant protection by protein
is observed in mmt for this group of positions, especially for
yellow positions, almost to the level seen in bacteria in the
absence of protein (from 24% to 17.5% N-SASA), consis-
tent with the substitution at many yellow mmt positions of
protein-mediated interactions for lost tertiary RNA inter-
actions (see below). The reductions in accessibility induced
by protein at the yellow, green, and white positions are the
largest of all groups in mmt, but the N-SASA values are still
highest of all aligned positions. It is possible that the pro-
tein protections at these positions are a by-product of new
protein-RNA interactions, which reinforce the RNA struc-
ture at locations where RNA–RNA interactions have been
weakened by the removal of G.
In conclusion, these data show that as the percentage of
G increases in the aligned positions, the solvent accessibil-
ity, measured by GWN-SASA, generally decreases for core
positions in both alignments but most strongly for mmt.
Nonetheless, two distinct trends may be operating with re-
gard to solvent protection of RNA by protein:
1. Protein protection increases for mmt nucleotides at sites
that are low-G in mmt but high-G in bacteria, perhaps
to reinforce mmt structures that have lost stabilizing, G-
specific interactions.
2. Protein protection also increases in mmt at sites with
high-G where G is essential but highly exposed, and
therefore must be protected from solvent to be retained.
Section Seven: Evolution of RNA modules to maintain 3D
structure with fewer Gs
As documented above, mmt rRNAs tend to lose Gs from
highly exposed nt positions, many of which occur in loops,
and tend to substitute less easily oxidized bases for Gs
at these positions. RNA 3D modules, recurrent structural
features found in hairpin, internal and multi-helix junc-
tion loops, mediate most RNA tertiary interactions, protein
binding, and functional interactions (36–39). In addition,
3D modules are responsible for architectural features, such
as bends, kinks, and twists in the RNA helix and the spe-
cific helix stacking geometries of multi-helix junction loops
(40,41). The extensive loss of Gs from positions in 3Dmod-
ules that are high-G in bacteria is striking and raises sev-
eral questions. Do the mmt 3D modules retain the same
structures as seen in the corresponding bacterial motifs? If
so, how do the substituting bases compensate for the loss
of stabilizing interactions provided by Gs? In those cases
where structural elements change significantly in mmt, are
the long-range contacts retained? How do the altered mod-
ules mediate these interactions?
Comparisons between mmt and bacterial 3D structures
are hampered by the lower resolution of the cryo-EM
method, relative to the best available X-ray structures for
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bacterial ribosomes (42). Thus, deviations from the bacte-
rial structures, seen in a small number of 3Dmodules in the
mmt structures, for example the loop E modules of h20 and
h42, may be attributed to inconsistent modeling due to lack
of adequate resolution. Setting such exceptions aside, we
see remarkable conservation of the 3D structures of almost
all the remaining hairpin, internal and multi-helix junction
loops not affected by truncation of helical elements. The
only significant exceptions are the internal loop in h28 that
forms part of the E-site and the GNRA hairpin loops 27
and 36, which in most mmt sequences have lost the char-
acteristic G that forms the trans Sugar/Hoogsteen (tSH)
pair that structures canonical GNRA loops. Inmmt hairpin
loop 36, A637 replaces G and loops out to stack on U471
from the much reduced loop corresponding to h26.1 in bac-
teria, thereby helping to position the bases A473 and C474
that form the pseudoknot with h19. The interaction of h36
with the h2 pseudoknot is retained in a reduced form (one
A-minor interaction instead of two). The conserved G of
the h27 GNRA loop in bacteria is replaced by A or C in
mmt (A502 in S. scrofa). It is also bulged out and interacts
with h24 by ribose stacking and H-bonding to the phos-
phate backbone, instead of the A-minor interactions seen
in bacteria. By contrast, the 3D structures of the GNRA
loops of h15, h23.1 and h45 and their interactions are un-
changed in mmt.
The internal loop in h28 has been described in previ-
ous work as ‘C-loop-like’ (38). Interestingly, in mmt, this
loop undergoes sequence and structure changes that trans-
form it into a canonical C-loop with both of the tertiary
interactions characteristic of C-loops, i.e. the cis Watson–
Crick/Sugar edge (cWS) (also present in bacteria) and the
trans Watson–Crick/Hoogsteen (tWH) pairs (see Figure
5A). The sequence conservation supports the new tWHpair
betweenC825 andA537 (100%CA) inmmt rRNA.C-loops
are stable 3D modules that are unique in not requiring Gs
(38).
Other structural changes involve loss or gain of bulged
bases, indicated in the 2D structures by black circles (see
Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure S1). Some of these
changes are correlated. For example, both bulged G31 (E.
coli) in h3 and C48 (E. coli), the nt in h5 with which G31
interacts in bacteria, are deleted in mmt. Others are not.
For example, U49 (E. coli) is deleted in mmt, even though
the base with which it interacts in bacteria, G362 in E.
coli, is retained in mmt A181 (S. scrofa). G362 is 27% sol-
vent exposed and conserved in bacteria where it forms a
G-specific Watson–Crick edge base-phosphate interaction,
in addition to the cis Sugar/Watson–Crick (cSW) pair with
U49. These two tertiary interactions are replaced by the sta-
ble, A-specific A181–A184 cWW tertiary pair in mmt.
There are also new bulged bases inserted in mmt. For ex-
ample, A105 in S. scrofa is inserted in h7 and provides a
platform for a new RNA-protein interaction in mmt, stack-
ing on A105 of a Trp sidechain.
Isosteric base-pair substitutions that conserve 3D structure.
Mmt makes extensive use of isosteric base substitutions in
non-Watson–Crick pairs of all types to eliminate exposed
Gs, while maintaining the 3D structures of modules. We
now provide two examples illustrating how internal loops
responsible for architectural features retain their structures
despite loss of exposed Gs. In the first and most common
way, exemplified by the kink-turn of h11, this is achieved
by base substitutions that form isosteric base-pairs. In the
second example, the 90◦ bend in h24, base substitutions cre-
ate an alternative H-bonding network to the one present in
bacteria, with fewer Gs.
The E. coli and S. scrofa versions of the h11 kink-turn
are compared in Figure 5B. The mmt kink-turn has three
fewer Gs, yet the same Watson–Crick and non-Watson–
Crick pairs form in mmt as in bacteria. G281 (mmt A139)
is highly exposed in both structures (32–43%) and forms
a trans Sugar/Hoogsteen (tSH) pair with A246 (S. scrofa
A114). TheG281/A246 (E. coli) andA139/A114 (S. scrofa)
pairs are isosteric. Half the mmt sequences have G at posi-
tion 139, while the remainder have A (42%), C (3%), or U
(4%). A246 (S. scrofaA114) also forms a trans Sugar/Sugar
(tSS) pair with G278 (S. scrofa C136), which is ∼44% ex-
posed in both structures. Protein interactions reduce expo-
sure of C136 to 20% in the S. scrofa structure. G278 is 75%
G in bacteria but entirely substituted by C (82%), A (10%)
or U (8%) in mmt. The AC tSS pair between A and C is
isosteric to the pair between A and G but less stable due
to loss of the strong GN2-AN3 H-bond. A new Watson–
Crick C-edge pseudo-pair is observed between C136 and
Arg 198, from the mmt-specific, C-terminal extension of
rProtein S15, that stabilizes the A114/C136 interaction. In-
terestingly, G278 in T.th. is also protected by stacking of
a Tyr sidechain (of S17), an interaction that is absent in E.
coli. Finally, G247 inE. coli (S. scrofaA115with 35%Gand
64% A composition in mmt sequences) with 27% solvent
exposure in bacteria forms a tSS base-pair with A282 (S.
scrofa A140). In this way, mmt retains the kink-turn struc-
ture while reducing or eliminating three exposed Gs, at po-
sitions 139 (E. coli 281), 136 (E. coli 278), and 115 (E. coli
247).
The compound internal loop in h34 provides a second
example. Within internal loop 34, which forms part of the
A-site that resides in the Head Domain, G1053 in E. coli,
is relatively exposed to solvent and forms a base triple
with G1057 and C1203 (cWH/cWW). Both Gs are con-
served in bacteria, but not in mmt-SSU where the equiv-
alent bases, A613/C617/G688, form an isosteric base triple
(cWH/cWW) that maintains the required 3D structure.
Consequently, G688 is one of the new brown (low→high)
conserved Gs in the mmt-SSU alignment. This isosteric
change replaces two conserved Gs with one conserved G
and places it in a more protected position in the 3D struc-
ture, see Figure 5C.
Use of alternative H-bonding networks. The first internal
loop in h24 forms a 90◦ bend to align the hairpin loop 24
to interact with P-site tRNA. This internal loop also con-
tains exposed Gs in bacteria, but achieves reduction of Gs
and 3D structure conservation in mmt by a different mech-
anism. Green (medium→low) G776 (C416 in S. scrofa) is
highly exposed in bacteria (36% N-SASA); its N2 forms a
G-specific H-bond with O6 of yellow (high→low) G803 to
stabilize the 90◦ bend in bacteria. The high SASA explains
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Figure 5. Examples of sequence, structure, and motif changes in S. scrofa to maintain 3D structure with fewer Gs. (A) An example of motif change in E.
coli and S. scrofa. The ‘C-loop-like’ internal loop in h28 in bacteria (left) undergoes sequence and structure changes in mmt (right) that transform it into
a canonical C-loop with both of the characteristic tertiary interactions, the cWS (also present in bacterial rRNA) and the new tWH base-pair (present
only in mmt rRNA). The sequence conservation data support the new tWH pair between C825 and A537 (100% CA). (B) An example of isosteric base
substitution to replace exposed Gs in bacteria (left) with less easily oxidized bases in mmt (right). The mmt kink-turn has three fewer Gs, yet the same
WC and non-WC base-pairs form in mmt as in bacteria. New protein interaction (Tyr196 stacked on C136) in mmt further reduces exposure and stabilizes
the tSS basepair formed by C136. (C) An example of isosteric base substitutions in the internal loop of h34. G1053 in E. coli, which is relatively exposed
to the solvent, forms a cWH/cWW base triple with G1057 and C1203 in bacteria. Both Gs are conserved in bacteria but not in mmt-SSU, where the
equivalent bases, A613/C617/G688, form an isosteric cWH/cWW base triple that maintains the required 3D structure. Consequently, G688 is one of the
new conserved Gs in the mmt-SSU alignment (indicate by the brown color). This isosteric change replaces two conserved Gs with one conserved G and
places it in a more protected position in the 3D structure. (D) Use of Alternative H-bonding Networks. The first internal loop of h24 forms a 90◦ bend to
align hairpin loop 24 to interact with P-site tRNA. Green G776 (C416 in S. scrofa) is highly exposed in bacteria (36% N-SASA); its N2 forms a G-specific
H-bond with O6 of yellow G803 to stabilize the 90◦ bend. The high SASA explains the change from 92% G composition in bacteria to just 5% G in mmt
(92% C or U). The loop adopts a different strategy that requires neither G776 nor G803 to stabilize the bend in mmt. In mmt, the WC pair C418/G444
occurs at the position corresponding to G778/U804 in bacteria. G444 in mmt is brown (≥95% G in mmt and <15% G in bacteria), and by WC pairing
with position 418 forces this base to be C (E. coli G778). This positions the N4 amino group of C418 to H-bond the sugar edge O2 carbonyl of Y416
(E. coli 776), stabilizing the bend in the absence of G at position 416 in mmt. All nts in this figure are colored according to the G-conservation categories
defined in Figure 3.
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the change from 92% G composition in bacteria to just 5%
G inmmt (92%C orU). In mmt, the loop adopts a different
strategy to stabilize the bend that requires neither G776 nor
G803. Further, theWatson–Crick pair C418=G444 occurs
at the position corresponding to cWW G778 U804 in bac-
teria. G444 in mmt is brown (low→high), and the Watson–
Crick pair forces the base at 418 to be a C in mmt (cor-
responding in E. coli G778). This positions the N4 amino
group of C418 to H-bond to the sugar edge O2 carbonyl of
Y416 (E. coli 776), stabilizing the bend in the absence of G
at position 416 in mmt. Figure 5D shows how, through sub-
tle changes, an alternativeH-bonding network is established
in the mmt version of the h24 internal loop to maintain the
3D structure, while eliminating the most exposed Gs.
The blue (high→high) base G774 (S. scrofaG414) in h24
is an example of a G that is conserved in both structures be-
cause it positions C805 (S. scrofa C445) by Watson–Crick
pairing so the CN4 amino group can form crucial C-specific
ionic interactions with the phosphate of U804 (U443), thus
further stabilizing the tight turn in h24. G774 has SASA
∼15% in both E. coli and S. scrofa. This interaction is sim-
ilar to one formed by the amino group of C536 (S. scrofa
C262) with the phosphate of A535 (A261) in the kink-turn
of L18. This C is positioned by Watson–Crick pairing to
blue G515 (S. scrofa G241) to form the Watson–Crick pair
flanking the L18 kink-turn. Such tertiary interactions were
first seen in tRNA T-loops (43) and are called type II UA-
handle motifs (see Figure 5D, (44)). Interestingly, the re-
quirement for G to correctly position C to form these in-
teractions appears sufficient to maintain high-G in mmt at
these nt positions.
Interactions substituting for G-specific Base-phosphate in-
teractions. Another strategy that mmt rRNA adopts for
reducing the number of Gs, while maintaining important
long-range contacts that are mediated in bacteria by G-
specific interactions, is to substitute a different type of in-
teraction that does not require G. In fact, we observe that
13 out of 18 G-specific base-phosphate interactions in bac-
teria that are absent in mmt are replaced by different types
of interactions, of which six are RNA–protein interactions
and seven are non-Watson–Crick tertiary interactions that
do not require G (see Supplementary Table S7). We pro-
vide three examples: (i) The base-phosphate interaction of
G27 (from the sugar edge) with h12 in E. coli 16S is re-
placed by aromatic stacking of U23 on Trp422 of uS5m,
a protein that occupies the vacated region of h12 in mmt
12S rRNA. (ii) The base-phosphate interaction (from the
Watson–Crick edge) formed in the h20 loop E motif by E.
coli G581, which is also forming a trans Sugar/Hoogsteen
(tSH) pair withG760, is replaced inmmt by a transWatson–
Crick/Hoogsteen (tWH) pair between U302 and A399, the
bases that substitute for G581 and G760. (iii) The base-
phosphate in bacteria formed by G725 in h23.1 with the
phosphate of the intercalating baseG666 is replaced inmmt
by an ionic Hoogsteen-edge pseudo-pair between the in-
tercalating base, A375 and Arg17 of the new mmt protein,
mS37.
Section Eight: Sites with G-favored or G-specific RNA ter-
tiary and RNA-Protein interactions
G-stabilized interactions (including G-favored and G-
specific interactions) that are formed by core aligned nts in
the E. coli and S. scrofa structures are tabulated in Table
4, organized by percentage G composition in the two align-
ments. G-favored interactions are most stable withG but do
not require G. G-specific interactions require G.
G-favored interactions include most non-Watson–Crick
pairs in the S. scrofa structure. We have compiled all the
non-Watson–Crick pairs formed by core nucleotides in the
E. coli and S. scrofa SSU structures by base-pair family
(34) in Supplementary Table S8. These data clearly show
the overwhelming preference, among the 12 families, for 5
types of non-Watson–Crick pairs involving Gs, which make
up ∼82% of non-Watson–Crick pairs formed by nucleotide
positions with medium to high percentage G in each of the
structures. These five types of non-Watson–Crick pairs are
those that account for over half of non-Watson–Crick pairs
in structured RNAs (45).
G-specific interactions (see legend to Supplementary
Table S6) include the WC-edge base-phosphate, the GU
‘Packing’ or ‘P-interactions’ and the G-ribose interactions
(31,32), and some protein interactions.
G-stabilized interactions predict the G composition in the
mmt alignment. In this section we evaluate the degree to
which the percentage of G in the mmt alignment is pre-
dicted by the types and numbers of G-specific or G-favored
RNA–RNA andRNA–protein interactions observed in the
E. coli and S. scrofa structures (see SupplementaryMaterial
for detailed descriptions). We expect that for those aligned
nucleotide positions where the same G-favored interaction
occurs in both 3D structures, higher percentages of G will
be observed in the mmt alignment than for those positions
where the interaction is not observed in the mmt (S. scrofa)
3D structure. Furthermore, we expect to see an even higher
percentage of G in the mmt alignments where the same G-
specific interaction is present in both theE. coli andS. scrofa
3D structures (and lower percentage of G when it is absent
in the S. scrofa structure), than for G-favored interactions
that can also formwithoutG, includingmany non-Watson–
Crick pairs and RNA–protein interactions.
In order to test this hypothesis, data from SSU structures
and sequences, that include all aligned positions that have
high-G in the bacterial alignment (blue, cyan, and yellow
positions) and form one or more G-stabilized interaction in
the E. coli structure are presented in Table 4.
Table 4 shows that for nucleotide positions where the
same interaction occurs in the E. coli and S. scrofa struc-
tures, substantially higher average percentage of G is ob-
served in the mmt alignment compared to positions where
the interaction does not occur. The largest difference is ob-
served for G-specific base-phosphate (89% versus 6%) and
G-ribose or GU packing interactions (80% versus 6%). Al-
most all of these positions are blue (high→high) or cyan
(high→medium) in the first set of columns of Table 4 and
yellow (high→low) in the second set of columns. A smaller
but significant difference is observed for G-favored (but
not G-specific) stacking (69% versus 5%), non-Watson–
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Crick pairs (66% versus 20%) and RNA–protein interac-
tions (64% versus 32%). For these interactions, the percent-
age of G in the mmt alignment is lower in the first set of
columns than for theG-specific ones, becausemany of these
positions are cyan or yellow, indicating that for many mmt
sequences another base is able to replace the G present in
the E. coli structure, and still make a sterically acceptable,
though generally weaker, interaction. For example, G405
and G951 in S. scrofa are replaced by A in Homo sapiens
(H.s.) and in 42% of mmt sequences. In both structures,
these bases form cSS pairs with As, but the isosteric GA
pair is more stable than the AA cSS pair.
For some nucleotide positions with medium-G in the
mmt alignment that make G-specific interactions in bacte-
ria, S. scrofa lacks a G that is found in some other mmt se-
quences. The aligned structures of human and porcine mmt
SSU each have Gs at 19 out of 40 cyan (high→medium)
positions, very close to the average percentage of G for cyan
positions in the entire alignment (50%), see rows for cyan nts
in Supplementary Table S4. At these positions, sometimes
the human and sometimes the S. scrofa structure has a G
that preserves the interaction as in bacteria. For example,
a G-specific GU packing interaction in the H.s. 3D struc-
ture does not form in the S. scrofa structure because the G
in H.s. becomes A274 S. scrofa. Such positions tend to in-
crease the percentage G in the second set of columns of Ta-
ble 4. In fact, we observe for cyan positions in S. scrofa that
Gs are preferentially replaced by As (16 As versus 3 Us and
2 Cs, see Supplementary Table S4). However, even though
both species are placental mammals, they have only 10 out
of 19 cyanGs in common, consistent with the highmutation
rate in mitochondria, and with the idea that the total num-
ber of Gs is constrained in mmt rRNA. Because many blue
(high→low) and cyan (high→medium) bases make more
than one interaction, loss of an interaction in mmt may not
change the percentage of G significantly for those positions
where one or more remaining interactions require G. These
blue and cyan positions also tend to increase the percentage
of G in the second set of columns.
Loss of G due to loss of interacting RNA elements. For
G-specific interactions, there are no blue (high→low) and
few cyan (high→medium) positions in the second set of
columns of Table 4 and the percentage of G in the mmt
alignments is low. For most of the positions that have lost
G-specific interactions in mmt rRNA, the interacting ele-
ment has been lost or the interaction has been replaced by
an interaction not requiring G, as discussed in section 7. An
example is G1108 in the h34/35/38 3-Way-Junction, which
is high-G in bacteria (it makes a strong G-specific base-
phosphate interactionwithU1095 in the hairpin loop of h37
so as to position that element to interact with h40 and to
maintain the h36-h35 stacking at the h35/36/37 junction).
In mmt, h37 is much reduced, eliminating U1095, so the
exposed G1108 in bacteria can be replaced by a less easily
oxidized base in mmt. The places where RNA tertiary inter-
actions are observed in bacterial SSU rRNA that are lost in
mmt SSU rRNA, because of deletion of an interacting ele-
ment, are indicated by red circles in Figure 4. There are 31
such positions, of which 20 occur at yellow (high→low), 2
at cyan (high→medium), 5 at green (medium→low), and 4
at pink (medium→medium) positions. Many of these posi-
tions formWatson–Crick pairs with tertiary interactions in
the minor groove; they attest to the important role of the
GN2 amino group, unique to G, in mediating tertiary inter-
actions on the sugar edge (‘G-ribo’ interactions) (46).
Summary of factors affecting percentage G in core nt posi-
tions in the mmt alignments. All the interactions formed
by the core aligned nts of E. coli and S. scrofa structures
were compiled in a table with rows marked according to
the eight colored nt conservation sets, and are provided in
full as Supplemental Data (Supplementary Table S4). These
data show that for almost every blue (high→low) position,
there is some type of G-stabilizing interaction and this type
is identical in the two structures.
The data in Supplementary Table S4 are summarized in
Figure 6, where the fractions of aligned nucleotides from
each colored set that form different types of G-specific and
G-favored interactions are given. Figure 6 also lists near-
est neighbor thermodynamic effects (column 3), summary
statistics for average number of long-range RNA interac-
tions (column 9) and G-stabilized RNA–RNA interactions
per nt (column 10). Colors are used to highlight the differ-
ences of the values between the E. coli and S. scrofa struc-
tures (see the table legend). More protein interactions are
observed in mmt for almost all categories, consistent with
the larger amount of protein (see section 9).
Figure 6 shows that the blue (high→high) nucleotides
stand out in almost every category, with an average num-
ber of interactions close to equal for E. coli (1.49) and
S. scrofa (1.53). Such nucleotides have an average of 1.5
interactions/base, not counting helicalWatson–Crick pairs,
much higher than for the other sets of aligned core nu-
cleotides. The positions with higher percentage G in bac-
teria than in mmt consistently have more interactions in
bacteria, as can be seen by comparing the cyan, yellow,
and green rows, where light and dark blue shading domi-
nate. The average number of interactions for high-G posi-
tions in bacteria is 1.49 for blue (high→high), 1.20 for cyan
(high→medium) and 1.28 for yellow (high→low). Formmt,
the corresponding numbers are 1.53 for blue (high→high),
but 1.05 for cyan (high→medium), and only 0.78 for yellow
(high→low) positions.
By contrast, the red (medium→high) and brown
(low→high) positions have ∼two times more average num-
bers of interactions in mmt than in bacteria. Red nts have
the largest fraction of base-phosphate interactions of all
colored groups in mmt. All brown positions but one form
Watson–Crick pairs. The only brown loop nucleotide, G807
(S. scrofa) in h43, provides a unique example in which a
key G-specific interaction is maintained by ‘moving’ the G
to a nearby, more protected position. The flexible element
h31, which undergoes conformational changes during
translocation, must maintain contact with tRNA and
multiple elements in the SSU head, including hairpin loop
43. In E. coli, G976 from h31 (92% G in bacteria) interca-
lates in hairpin loop 43 and makes a Watson–Crick edge
base-phosphate interaction with the phosphate of A1363
(95% A), which corresponds to G807 (S. scrofa). However,
G976 is looped out and highly exposed. The corresponding
position in mmt, A581 (0%G), also intercalates, but cannot
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Figure 6. Summary of structural factors observed in 3D structures of E. coli and S. scrofa SSU rRNA that favor conservation of G at specific nt positions,
organized by correlatedG-composition in the bacterial andmmt alignments. Column 3: G-specific thermodynamic stabilization; columns 4–7: G-stabilized
RNA–RNA interactions; column 8: RNA-Protein interactions; column 9: all long-range interactions; column 10: average number of G-stabilized RNA–
RNA interactions per nt, excluding Watson–Crick basepairs. The numbers in columns 4–8 are the fraction of the nts forming each type of G-stabilized
interaction in each set. Five colors are used to highlight the differences between the E. coli and S. scrofa structures. The cell background is colored in white
when the numbers for E. coli and S. scrofa are within the range of ±10% of each other; cells are colored in shades of blue when the numbers for E. coli are
greater and shades of red when numbers for S. scrofa are greater. In more detail, dark blue: > ±20% in E. coli; light blue: ±10–20% larger in E. coli; dark
red: > ±20% in S. scrofa; and light red: ±10–20% larger in S. scrofa.
form the strong base-phosphate interaction with hairpin
loop h43 and h31. However, G807 (94% G in mmt) in h43
is able to form a Watson–Crick edge base-phosphate with
U580 (E. coli A975) in h31, thus maintaining a strong
G-specific contact between hairpin loops 43 and h31, by
using the more protected position in h43 to place the G,
rather than the more exposed position in h31.
Section Nine: rProteins in mmt SSU reduce rRNA solvent
accessibility and reinforce 3D structure
The mmt SSU structure contains significantly more protein
than the bacterial one. Consequently, 1.7 times more rRNA
surface area is protected from solvent in the S. scrofa ver-
sus E. coli SSU (9831 A˚ versus 5694 A˚); overall, more than
double the fraction of rRNA surface area is protected (24%
in S. scrofa versus 11% in E. coli, see Supplementary Table
S9).
Analyzing the residue-level RNA–protein interactions in
the E. coli (14) and S. scrofa (11) SSU we find nearly 1.7
times more in mmt (162 versus 93 in bacteria, see Supple-
mentary Table S10 andTable 5) (22). Both themmt and bac-
terial structures contain a variety of aa-base interactions of
all types, including pseudo-pairs, which involve two ormore
H-bonds between aa side chains or backbone atoms and
RNA base edges (47,48), parallel stacking of planar aro-
matic or polar aa side chains on RNA bases, ‘bidentate’ in-
teractions, in which individual aa H-bond with two stacked
RNA bases, hydrophobic minor groove interactions, per-
pendicular stacking of aromatic aa, as observed in crystal
structures of benzene (49), and cation-pi interactions (50).
A summary by interaction type appears in Supplementary
Table S10, which shows that while there are comparable
numbers of aa-RNAbase edge interactions in the two struc-
tures, there are far more aa-base stacking interactions in
the mmt structure. Themany non-specific ionic interactions
with the RNA backbone, which protect the RNA backbone
from solvent, are not included in Supplementary Tables S10
and Table 5.
The observed protein interactions involving nucleobases
in mmt and bacterial rRNA are mapped onto their respec-
tive 2D diagrams in Figure 7. The different types of RNA–
protein interactions show distinct preferences according to
the RNA 2D structure context. For example, most stacking
interactions involve loop nucleotides (58 out of 65 stack-
ing interactions in mmt and 11 out of 17 in bacteria) while
bidentate interactions and pseudo-pairs are mainly formed
with helical nucleotides.
RNA–protein stacking interactions in mmt-SSU appear
to compensate in part for lost RNA–RNA tertiary interac-
tions, many of which involve hairpin loops. Because trun-
cation of helices exposes their ends to solvent, stacking by
aa chains protects the exposed bases from solvent. This is
especially common with planar aromatic (Phe, Tyr, Trp),
cationic (Arg) and polar (Asn, Gln) side chains belonging
to mmt-specific extensions of existing rProteins or entirely
new proteins. There are just 17 such stacking interactions
with bases in the E. coli 16S 3D structure compared to 65 in
each of the two available mmt-SSU structures (see Supple-
mentary Table S10 and Table 5). Only three of these stack-
ing interactions are observed in both bacterial and mmt
structures (C64, A368, andG791withS. scrofa numbering);
most of the stacking interactions in mmt involve proteins
unique to mmt-SSU. It is noteworthy that mmt rProteins
contain substantially more Tyr and Trp residues than bacte-
rial rProteins, both in absolute numbers and as a percentage
of all amino acids.
There are 85 high→medium (cyan) and high→low (yel-
low) positions that are replaced by another base in the S.
scrofa structure, of which 14 interact with rProteins. Here,
the amino acids appear to protect or bolster the bases
with additional protein-RNA interactions (see correspond-
ing rows in Supplementary Table S4). An example is G588
in E. coli, which forms a tHS pair with A26. The equiva-
lent position in S. scrofa is C284, which stacks on His44
(uS12), thus replacing the G-specific RNA–RNA interac-
tion with an RNA–protein interaction that does not re-
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Table 5. RNA–protein interactions in bacterial and porcinemitochondrial SSU ribosome, showing the distribution of different types of specific interactions
between RNA bases and amino acid sidechains and peptide backbones. All electrostatic interactions between phosphate backbone of rRNA and positively
charged sidechains of amino acids from rProteins have been excluded from this analysis
Counts of interactions
E. coli S. scrofa
Type of RNA–protein interaction Edges
Base-edge Interactions WC Sugar H WC Sugar H
Single H-bonds 0 8 2 6 8 1
Pseudopairs 6 15 16 8 11 18
Bidentate H-bonds 2 4 10 6 7 16
Van der Waals 0 8 5 3 9 4
Sub-total 8 35 33 23 35 39
Base-Stacking Interactions E. coli S. scrofa
Aromatic 3 24
Cationic 9 22
Alkyl 3 11
Hydrophilic 1 4
Anionic 0 2
Perpendicular 1 2
Sub-total 17 65
Total 93 162
quire G. Another example is G111 in E. coli that forms a
Watson–Crick/Phosphate ionic interaction with A60. The
corresponding nt in S. scrofa is C67 and the base-phosphate
interaction is replaced by WC pseudo-pair with backbone
atoms of Arg27 (mS26).
In summary, mmt has many more RNA–protein interac-
tions, but especially aromatic and ionic stacking with nucle-
obases, many of which serve to protect exposed residues in
truncated helices or reinforce RNA interactions weakened
by loss of G. Most of these interactions involve rProteins
that are found only in mmt or homologs of bacterial rPro-
teins that have acquired new domains or extensions in mmt.
DISCUSSION
Although Gs thermally stabilize RNA structure, they are
also the least stable chemically, being most easily oxidized.
The mitochondria of highly active organisms, including
mammals, produce large amounts of ROS, creating a chal-
lenging environment for ribosomes to function in.
Although we analyzed interactions, contacts and ac-
cessibilities for only four experimental structures (E. coli,
T.th. and S. scrofa and H.s. SSU), these structural data are
backed by extensive alignments of bacterial (1228) and mi-
tochondrial (899) sequences covering a large part of phy-
logeny. We also made a quick survey of the mmt large ribo-
somal subunit (LSU). The PDB file 4V19 of the porcine mt
LSU rRNA 3D structure was analyzed to obtain the com-
position of LSU rRNA. Mt LSU rRNA has a total of 1570
nts of which 611 are As, 370 Us, 329 Cs and 260 Gs. Over-
all, the LSU rRNA is truncated evenmore than that of SSU
rRNA with only 1570/2904 = 54% of the bacterial rRNA
remaining. As Supplementary Table S11A shows, there is
even less G in porcine LSU rRNA than in SSU rRNA.
Thus, we see that similar trends can be observed in LSU
rRNA. By contrast, the SSU and LSU rRNAs of plant
chloroplasts and mitochondria have base composition and
size very similar to those of bacteria (Supplementary Tables
S11B and S11C).
Thus, overall, the data presented are consistent with the
overarching idea that the size reduction in mmt rRNA and
the significant loss ofG nucleotides result from selected evo-
lution to the highly oxidizing environment present in the
matrix ofmammalianmitochondria. In the followingwe list
the multiple lines of evidence that support this conclusion:
(i) Gs are primarily lost from highly exposed positions in
mmt rRNA.
(ii) Peripheral RNA helices that are difficult to protect
from oxidation damage and are not essential for bind-
ing substrates or positioning RNA primary elements
have been eliminated.
(iii) Gs are retained primarily within or near to functional
sites, especially where needed for direct interaction
with substrates.
(iv) Gs are largely eliminated from all positions where they
are not needed to form a G-specific interaction or to
provide thermodynamic stabilization.
(v) Many new rProtein-rRNA interactions significantly
reduce the solvent accessibility of the rRNA as a whole
and Gs in particular. Such interactions involve rPro-
teins or rProtein extensions found only in mmt.
These changes in turn pose new challenges for the RNA
to fold into and maintain the correct 3D structures in or-
der to interact with substrates and translational factors. On
the basis of our analysis of the 3D structures and sequence
alignments the following ‘operational rules’ help explain the
folding of a complex RNA, not only with fewer Gs, but also
to shield the remaining Gs from reactive species prevalent
in the surrounding environment:
(i) Gs occur in a smaller number of selected positions,
where only G can make the required interaction(s), es-
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Figure 7. RNA–protein interactions of different types involving RNA bases in the porcine mitochondrial ribosomal SSU. Different modes of interactions
are denoted by different symbols as annotated in the legend inset. Interacting amino acids are categorized by the nature of their sidechain.
pecially where one G can make multiple stabilizing in-
teractions.
(ii) Gs are replaced whenever another base can mediate
the same interaction with nearly the same stabilizing
energy, for example A for base-base or base-amino
acid stacking interactions.
(iii) Gs are maintained at flanking positions, preferentially
at the 5′-ends, rather than in loops or within helices.
GU wobble pairs are converted to GC pairs and clus-
ters of GC pairs are consistent with the Turner stabil-
ity parameters.
(iv) Base-pairs involving G are replaced by isosteric com-
binations that maintain RNA–RNA interactions.
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(v) The weakened RNA–RNA interactions are reinforced
by a diverse set of RNA–protein or protein–protein
interactions.
(vi) Modules are strengthened by moving Gs to key strate-
gic positions with additional non-Watson–Crick base-
pairs.
(vii) Alternative H-bonded networks that minimize the
number of Gs are built.
Mmt ribosomes constitute a beautiful illustration of the
transition from an RNA-centric world to an RNA–protein
world (51), since they are composed of nearly twice as much
ribosomal protein (rProtein) as their bacterial counterparts.
Here, we could delineate structural elements and interac-
tions that play key roles in the stabilization and folding of
the functional RNA elements despite theRNA loss with nu-
cleotide stacking being replaced by amino acid side chain
or protein domains replacing entire RNA domains, as in
the case of Cyt18 in the group I intron family (52). Un-
der the functional pressure to reduce the number of guanine
nucleotides, the ones most susceptible to oxidative damage,
mitochondrial rRNA evolved in sequence by exploiting the
whole range ofmolecular interactions accessible to all RNA
nucleotides as well as together with amino acid side chains
of mmt-specific rProtein elements.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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